101 Uses for the iPAD-iPhone Camera for Persons with Disabilities
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Built in features
Trim Videos on the Fly
Capture images
Video Cookbook recipes
2 second clips of people for remembering
Teaching task sequencing
Video modeling
Stillimage
Upload to social media
iMovie
Upload to YouTube
Converting to other formats
Airdrop
Crop
Share
Timer
Using head to turn pages
Creating Albums
Adaptations for the Camera
AT PAD stand and Podium
Add a Monocular Dual Eileen for iPAD training
Recording lectures
Position Perpendicular for observations
Microscope and Telescope with Add on Monocular

Other
Microscope
Video Modeling
Remo Sign Language
Interpreting

Capturing assignments off the board
**10 X Optical Zoom Lens Camera Telescope With Specialized Stand For iPad 2**
Young Children
Skill acquisition
Interviewing
Development of Social Skills
Apps
Puppet Pals by Polished Play, LLC
Story Creator by Innovative Mobile Apps
Face Decorator by Goyello
Crayola Apps by Crayola
Photo Draw by 1AM Technologies LLC
PicoBoo by touchbee Solutions

Math and Science
Apps
Point & Measure by TapTapSoft
PhotoMath by PhotoPay Ltd.
My Measures PRO by TOP APP d.o.o.
Educreation by Educreations, Inc
ShowMe Interactive
Whiteboard by Learnbat, Inc.
Skype for Tutoring
Writing Apps
Popplet by Notion
Pictello by AssistiveWare

Audionote by Luminant Software, Inc.
Noteability by Ginger Labs
PaperDesk Note Taking by WebSpinner, LLC
Penultimate by Evernote
Ghostwriter by Dataca Corp.
Storykit by ICDL Foundation
SonicPics by Humble Daisy, Inc.
PhotoTell by Adaptitec
Keynote (by Apple) presentation

Reading and Print Disabilities
Apps
Textgrabber by ABBYY
Prizmo by Creaceed SPRL
Low Vision Center by Melted Spork
VisionAssist by Slinkyware
Better Vision by Ergra Low Vision
EyeSight by SightTech
Lightmeter by Ambertation
Light Detector by Everyware Technologies
iColornamer4 by Nicholas Wilson
TapTapSee by Image Searcher
LookTel Money Reader by IPPLEX
KNFB Reader by Sensotec nv

Organization
Apps
CanPlan by University of Victoria
CoachMyVideo (CMV) by CoachMyVideo.com, inc.
SceneSpeak by Good Karma Applications
iPrompts® PRO by handhold Adaptive, LLC
BugMe! Stickies Pro by Electric Pocket
PhotoNote by Bananas Design
PhotoMind by Koedal, Inc.
Scheduler by the Buddy System, LLC
Forgetful by IBEX

Must Have Utilities
Apps
DocScanner PRO by Haave Oy
WorldCard HD by Penpower Technology Ltd.
Phonto by youthhr
YouTube by Google, Inc.
PicJointer by RUI JIA
Pic Collage by Cardinal Blue
Swype by Nuance

Communications
Skitch by Evernote
QuickScan Pro – Barcode Scanner by iHandy Inc.
Assessment Tools

Apps
Observation 360 by School Improvement Network
Sōsh™ by Dr. Mark bowers
My Measures PRO by Top APP d.o.o.
Point & Measure by TapTapSoft
Communication
No cost AAC boards
Over 200 AAC apps
Sounding Board by Able Net
Distance Learning – Webinars
Fuse
Facebook
Blackboard
Gotomeeting
Adobe Connect